
The Panama Papers And The Green Car Boondoggle (VIDEO)

 

You have probably heard of “The Offshore Leaks”, “The Panama Papers”, “The Pandora
Papers”, “The Swiss Leaks”, “The Sony Pictures Hack”, “The Luanda Leaks”, “The Bahamas
Leaks”, “The Paradise Papers”, etc.

What you might not know is that EVERY bank and international CPA firm has been hacked.
Different state agencies, seeking to embarrass each other, have a leaking war going on. The
public has only seen 10% of what the international journalists (Like ProPublica, ICIJ,
Transparency International, The Guardian, etc.) have in their hands.

The Government hired a team to build America's back-up energy plan "in case the Middle East
had problems". The Government convinced them to invest years of their time and their life
savings in this Government sponsored program. At the last minute, the government didn't pay
what they had promised that team and sent the money, instead, to a White House political
campaign financier oligarch. Federal and news investigators later discovered that the oligarch,
and his staff, were sleeping with, giving jobs to and paying the White House staff that made all
of the funding decisions. It was felony-class organized crime

What you can expect to see in the future is a set of material called “THE ENERGY PAPERS”. These
materials document an organized-crime using taxpayer dollars to pay quid pro quo to
politicians and their tech oligarch financiers. The papers document how bribes, payola and
insider deals financed Solyndra, Ener1, Tesla, Abound and others. Elon Musk, Mark Zuckerberg,
Eric Schmidt and Larry Page are exposed ordering hit-jobs” on competitors and maintaining
covert business ownership’s with U.S. Senators.

READ THE ENERGY SCAM PAPERS:  https://www.the-truth-about-the-dept-of-
energy.com/the_energy_scam_papers.pdf

PART ONE: (Download: http://www.nationalnewsnetwork.net/wp-content/uploads/abc-
tv-plus-1.mp4 ) 
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PART TWO:
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Do You Have Tips Or Information About The Tech Cartel’s Illicit Actions?

Send them to all of the following, at the same time:

(1.)

ICIJ @ THE CENTER FOR PUBLIC INTEGRITY 
910 17TH STREET NW, 
7TH FLOOR, 
WASHINGTON, DC 20006, USA

TEL: 202-466-1300; 
FAX: 202-466-1101 
E-MAIL: contact@icij.org

(2.)

The SEC 
Inspector General

(3.)

Margrethe Vestager, European Union Competition Commissioner 
Gunther Oettinger, European Union Commissioner for Digital Economy and Society 
Jean-Claude Juncker, European Commission President 
European Commission 
Rue de la Loi / Wetstraat 200 
1049 Brussels 
+32 (0) 2 29 62496

(4.)

The FBI 
David J. Johnson, Special Agent in Charge, FBI 
CC: Peter D. Cair 
450 Golden Gate Avenue, 13th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94102-9523 



Phone: (415) 553-7400 
Fax: (415) 553-7674 
E-mail: san.francisco@ic.fbi.gov

(5.)

The Guardian 
witness@theguardian.com

(6.)

ACLU 
125 Broad Street, 18th Floor, 
New York NY 10004 
212-549-2500

(7.)

GAO 
1 (800) 424-5454 or 
e-mail at fraudnet@gao.gov

(8.)

Federal Trade Commission 
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20580 
Telephone: (202) 326-2222 
antitrust@ftc.gov

(9.)

SEC 
100 F Street NE 
Washington, D.C. 20549-5631. 
You may also send a fax to 202-772-9235. 
https://www.sec.gov/complaint/tipscomplaint.shtml

(10.)

IRE 
141 Neff Annex 
Missouri School of Journalism 
Columbia, MO 65211 
573 882 2042 
info@ire.org

(11.)



Cironline 
1400 65th St., Suite 200 
Emeryville, CA 94608 
Phone: 510-809-3160 (main line) 
Fax: 510-849-6141 
lwilliams@cironline.org 
msmith@cironline.org

(12.)

ProPublica 
155 Avenue of the Americas 
13th Floor 
New York, N.Y. 10013 
Phone: 1-212-514-5250 
Fax: 1-212-785-2634 
suggestions@propublica.org 
info@propublica.org

INTERNATIONAL LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS HAVE UNCOVERED THIS ROUTING OF THE
PAYMENTS, MONEY LAUNDERING AND TAX EVASION OF THE ATTACKERS HIRED BY THE U.S.
POLITICIANS:



 

An Inconvenient Truth: How Tesla Became a Trillion-Dollar Company Through
Corruption, Bribery And Cronyism

Astonishing story about the rise of green technologies using political payola

By Ilya Pestov and The Justice Alliance



Al Gore and Elon Musk

After the news that Hertz decided to buy 100 000 Tesla cars for more than $4 billion, Tesla
capitalization has already increased almost by $200 billion. I am not talking about the market
irrationality anymore, but I feel a bit curious. Hertz has recently emerged from bankruptcy and
has not received any wholesale discount from Musk. How and why is Hertz going to buy such
expensive cars? The answer is simple — with taxpayers’ money.

Apparently, the White House has recently passed the Budget Reconciliation Bill, which would
cost $1.75 trillion for US citizens. There are plenty of benefits for the so-called ‘clean energy’ in
it, particularly, 30% of tax deductions for ‘qualified commercial electric vehicles’. It means that
after buying Tesla cars Hertz will receive $1.26 billion of tax cashback. In fact, there are also
some benefits for the installing of electric vehicle charging stations. Hertz has already
announced plans to make thousands of charging stations.

Lithium, Cobalt and rare earth mines are owned by Kleiner Perkins, Goldman Sachs and
Department of Energy/White House insiders. That is what power’s Elon Musk’s cars. Many say
that Tesla was just a front for invading foreign nations for their lithium batter mines (which are
operated with child labor).

It is important to mention that common people have also an access to tax benefits that the
public pays for with their April income taxes and the compensation limits are increased from
$7500 to $12 500. As an example, instead of paying $15 000 income tax you may buy Tesla
Model S and pay just $2500. It is like a pretty bonus from Tesla or a good discount on electric
vehicles. Seems to be a good motivation to refuse internal-combustion engines, doesn’t it?

Moreover, Tesla also gets ZEV credits and other benefits for manufacturing its products. That
way, the US government restructures the automotive market literally by hand and picks the
winners and losers. Do you know what I find the most interesting in this story? The fact that
the new bill was published on October, 28th but Hertz announced buying of Tesla cars on
October, 25th. As you can understand, the decision was made much earlier.

You may already know that Secretary of Energy Steven Chu, who gave Tesla their money, and
his Silicon Valley friends at McKinsey Consulting, who provided the staff for the Department of
Energy, were all in the pocket of Kleiner Perkins, where Al Gore works. Chu has now been
replaced by an actress named Jennifer, who laughs at any suggestion that her job involves
protecting America by keeping gas prices low and who owns the very companies that she is
giving government funds to.

https://medium.com/m/signin?actionUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fmedium.com%2F_%2Fbookmark%2Fp%2F24042529b3d7&operation=register&redirect=https%3A%2F%2Fmedium.com%2F%40ipestov%2Fan-inconvenient-truth-how-tesla-became-a-trillion-dollar-company-24042529b3d7&source=post_actions_header--------------------------bookmark_preview--------------
https://techcrunch.com/2021/10/25/tesla-hertz-shares-rise-electric-vehicle-order/
https://electrek.co/2021/10/26/elon-musk-confirms-tesla-hertz-discount-questions-tsla-surge/
https://taxnews.ey.com/news/2021-1677-budget-reconciliation-bill-contains-many-new-and-amended-housing-and-energy-tax-credits
https://www.mayerbrown.com/-/media/files/perspectives-events/publications/2021/06/comparison-of-green-act-and-wyden-bill-treatment-of-electric-vehicle-tax-credits.pdf
https://www.cnet.com/roadshow/news/ev-tax-credit-increase-biden-agenda-build-back-better/
https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/latest-news-headlines/us-house-unveils-new-reconciliation-bill-loaded-with-climate-clean-energy-money-67328504


Now I would like to tell you about one very interesting character in the US establishment
named Al Gore. This is the former US Vice President under Clinton, the presidential candidate
in 2000 and the Nobel Peace Prize winner for the film An Inconvenient Truth (2006) about
global warming.

His film and book have actually became the foundation for modern climate policy and the
public demand for renewable energy sources. One should notice keep in mind that along with
the awareness of internal concern for the ecology Al Gore was one of the first who realized the
commercial potential in projects devoted to the protection of the environment.

Two years before ‘An Inconvenient Truth’ Al Gore together with Goldman Sachs Chief Asset
Manager David Blood has run a new investment company Generation Investment
Management. As a result, they both defined terms sustainable investing and ESG.

The former presidential candidate, as we could see, was very good at technology and finance.
In 2007, he was suddenly invited to become a partner in Kleiner Perkins — one of the oldest
and largest venture funds of Silicone Valley. John Doerr, one of Kleiner Perkins chief partners,
joined the advisory board of Generation Investment Management.

J. Doerr, as Al Gore, stood for the innovations in clean energy to struggle with climate change.
On the TED conference in 2007, he quoted his daughter “your generation created this problem,
you better fix it”. That reminds me on Greta Thunberg’s words which would be told later. So
that J. Doerr and Al Gore had a similar vision of the future and the month after mentioned
partners’ rotation Kleiner Perkins fund invested into Silver Spring Networks. Biden’s daughter,
Ashley, left her hand-written diary for journalists to find where she reveals the same thoughts
(in addition to her naked shower play with Joe Biden)

By great coincidence, this deal happened a year before the US Department of Energy had
announced a $3.4 billion grant program for smart grid developers. In fact, $560 million of this
amount was spent to utilities serviced by Silver Spring Networks, which works exactly with
smart grids. 6 years later Silver Spring Networks successfully entered an IPO.

David Blood, Al Gore and John Doerr

https://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Gore-joins-Valley-s-Kleiner-Perkins-to-push-green-3301231.php
https://dealbook.nytimes.com/2009/11/03/gores-dual-role-in-spotlight-advocate-and-investor/


Luck literally pursued Kleiner Perkins. In 2008, the fund invested tens of millions dollars in a
start-up hybrid cars manufacturer Fisker Automotive. After that, in September 2009, the
company received a low-interest $529 million loan under the Advanced Technology Vehicle
Manufacturing (ATVM) direct loan program from the same US Department of Energy.

Congress passed ATVM in 2007 after a drop in sales in the big three (General Motors, Ford, and
Chrysler). The volume of the borrowed capital was $25 billion. The goal of the program was to
help the US auto industry to reduce fuel costs because Americans were tend to choose more
fuel-efficient Japanese cars. That is, the problem devoted not to ecology issues, but much more
to fuel saving.

Again, ATVM passed in 2007, but the allocation of funds began only 2 years later on a
competitive basis. In February 2009, 8 months before the government loan to Fisker
Automotive, John Doerr of Kleiner Perkins became a member of the Presidential Economic
Recovery Advisory Council. The funny thing is that Fisker did not even have manufacturing
facilities in the USA and the assembly of their Karma models took place in Finland.

The Obama-Biden administration appointed a venture capitalist from Kleiner Perkins as a
member of an economic advisory board. They also signed a government loan for help
American automotive industry to a company (without any manufacturing capacity in the
United States) that Kleiner Perkins has invested in.

That trick was obviously noticed by the public. Some companies have sued the Department of
Energy, Mitt Romney even called on Congress to open an investigation into the loan to Fisker
Automotive, pointing out that its investors included Al Gore, who sponsored Obama’s
presidential campaign. Nevertheless, somehow all those worries dwindled away as federal
cover-ups went into full swing.

Fisker’s plans to start the manufacture at a closed GM plant in Delaware at the expense of a
government loan, which GM itself did not receive, deserved special attention. These plans
caused some questions among local residents, and then current Vice President Joe Biden, who
served as Senator from Delaware from 1973 to 2009, assured people that the budget money
for Fisker would be paid off, and the company will eventually return “billions-billions” dollars to
everyone.

Running ahead, the budget money didn’t return to taxpayers because Fisker went bankrupt in
2013. From the bankruptcy documents, which fell into the journalists’ hands only 7 years later,
it turned out that Hunter Biden (Joe Biden’s son) was an investor of Fisker. However, this fact
also faded into oblivion without preventing Biden from gaining 58.8% of the votes in Delaware
during the 2020 presidential election.

Let us turn back to Tesla. Only $8.4 billion were allocated from the $25 billion program of help
to the American auto industry. Only 5 companies received money, although 108 applications
were received. Almost $6 billion went to Ford with a democratically oriented management, $1.5
billion were given to Nissan, about half billion — to Fisker and Tesla and, finally, $50 million
came to a less known VPG company.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB125383160812639013
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R42064
https://venturebeat.com/2009/02/06/obama-appoints-john-doerr-to-economic-advisory-board/
https://www.greencarreports.com/news/1036052_video-fox-news-criticizes-doe-loans-to-fisker-and-tesla
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/car-company-says-obama-team-hurt-its-company-steered-stimulus-to-political-favorites/2013/01/10/169d384a-5a86-11e2-beee-6e38f5215402_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/election-2012/post/romney-calls-for-probe-of-fisker-tesla-deals/2011/10/25/gIQAJnJpGM_blog.html
https://youtu.be/5g_6TYULxMg
https://www.breitbart.com/economy/2020/09/29/hunter-bidens-business-partners-invested-in-failed-fisker-automotive/
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R42064


Just one of the first results in Google on the “Chrysler republican” query.

Surprisingly, the credit limit has not been exhausted, large manufacturers like General Motors
or Chrysler did not receive money, but two unprofitable startups from California, selling several
hundred cars each, did. We already know the main lobbyists of Fisker — they are Al Gore and
John Doerr, who invested in Fisker through Kleiner Perkins. But were they acquainted with Elon
Musk? A brief search immediately gave a positive answer to that question.

In 2013, Al Gore, while talking about his new Tesla S in an interview to Yahoo Finance, called
Elon Musk his friend. More than that, his son Al Gore III has been in charge of Policy & Business
Development at Tesla since 2015. After learning that I immediately went to have a look at the
Generation Investment Management profile on CB Insights. It turned out that the Gore fund
had invested in Musk’s SolarCity in 2011 and Gore III worked there as a Policy Officer.

Then in 2016, Tesla acquired SolarCity. An unprofitable service company that didn’t even
produce solar panels was taken over for a suspiciously large amount of money. Recently it
turned out that Elon Musk has faced a $9.4 billion fine for this deal, although the final court
decision had not been made yet. It is important that after the takeover in 2018, Al Gore
became suddenly nominated for the post of chairman of the Tesla board of directors.

SolarCity’s valuation was really high

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/innovations/wp/2017/03/16/this-government-loan-program-helped-tesla-at-a-critical-time-trump-wants-to-cut-it/
https://finance.yahoo.com/blogs/daily-ticker/al-gore-wants-tesla-flies-commercial-mostly-150208852.html
https://www.linkedin.com/in/albert-gore-25395325/
https://www.crunchbase.com/person/albert-gore-iii
https://t.me/groks/2012
https://www.businessinsider.com/gene-munster-al-gore-good-tesla-chairman-elon-musk-2018-10


Al Gore rejected that offer but I did not doubt more about his close connection with Tesla. At
the same time, I was interested in their possible contacts before receiving the lobbied state
subsidies of 2009. That’s why I decided to change the angle and check whether Tesla has a
relationship with Kleiner Perkins. Then it turned out that Elon Musk had been friends with John
Doerr for a very long time.

In 2006, when Tesla looked for money in round С, Kleiner Perkins fund offered $50 million,
while VantagePoint offered $70 million. Despite the huge difference in bids, Musk wanted to
strike a deal with Kleiner Perkins but on the condition that John Doerr would sit on the board of
directors. Unfortunately, J. Doerr had many other obligations and was forced to refuse. That’s
why Musk chose VantagePoint, as he told in an interview.

I went on and learned that the vice president of Tesla in 2006–2017 was Diarmuid O’Connell. As
I remember, he was responsible for national security issues under former Secretary of State
Colin Powell. He also spoke about Iraq chemical weapons and showed test tube to legitimize
the military invasion of Iraq at the UN in 2003.

I wondered how he appeared in that story. However, I didn’t have to look for an answer for a
long time, so let us meet Colin Powell, a member of the advisory board of Kleiner Perkins, a
strategic partner of the fund in 2005.

There was no direct investment from the fund in the company, nevertheless it seems
that there was another strong connection between Kleiner Perkins and Tesla. Is Al
Gore really not a government subsidy beneficiary for Tesla? My confirmation bias did
not allow this thought to get along in my head. Searching for keywords, I came across
publications in Yahoo Finance and Insider Monkey. The articles mentioned Gore’s
earlier investment in Tesla.

Keeping in mind that the journalists could simply make a mistake, I began to study which
funds were invested in Tesla at earlier stages and whether Al Gore was involved. Finally, I came
across an interview with the managing partner of Capricorn Investment Group on the blog of
the Japanese financial holding Nomura. He said that Capricorn financed the filming of ‘An
Inconvenient Truth’ movie.

Capricorn was founded by Jeffrey Skoll, the former eBay president and billionaire. The fund
invested in Tesla together with SpaceX at early stages. Mr Gore brought in $35 million! Can you
imagine? “That’s a big wad of cash for someone who reported barely $2 million in assets in
2000, when his job as vice president came to an end”, as the New York Times wrote in 2008.

As a result, Al Gore was the direct beneficiary of providing state loans under the ATVM
program for Fisker Automotive and Tesla Motors, in which he owned shares through
venture funds Kleiner Perkins and Capricorn Investment Group.

When I proved it, I wanted to learn more about Al Gore’s bio. It has been revealed that after
losing the election, in 2001, he became a vice president of Metropolitan West Financial — a
company with more than $65 billion in assets under management. The company was managed
by former heads of Drexel Burnham Lambert. That was a bankrupt investment bank, which
history was very similar to Lehman Brothers.

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/al-gore-rejects-call-assume-elon-musks-role-tesla-chairman-184936627.html
https://www.startups.com/library/founder-stories/elon-musk
https://www.edmunds.com/fuel-economy/can-a-car-company-change-the-world.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/blogs/daily-ticker/al-gore-wants-tesla-flies-commercial-mostly-150208852.html
https://www.insidermonkey.com/blog/hedge-fund-manager-al-gore-loves-tesla-tsla-renewables-381994/
https://www.nomuragreentech.com/heroes-articles/ion-yadigaroglu/
https://dealbook.nytimes.com/2008/03/06/al-gores-big-investment/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/ryanmac/2013/01/04/richer-than-romney-al-gore-scores-on-sale-of-current-tv/?sh=1dee8aa965e8
https://www.tigernet.com/clemson-forum/thread/how-did-algore-increase-his-net-worth-over-50x-the-last-8yr-522758?start=0


The same year Mr Gore also joined the Google Advisory Board, in which he invested together
with Kleiner Perkins in 1999. Probably that was the time when he met John Doerr. Then, in
2003, the former US presidential candidate became a member of Apple’s board of directors. In
addition, the founders of Google were also early investors in Tesla.

It is clear that Albert Gore had many connections in political and financial communities. In
2006, he started a charitable organization The Alliance for Climate Protection. The company
launched a $300 million (sic!) ad campaign to mobilize Americans to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions immediately. As a result, an “inconvenient truth” was told to everyone.

In 2009, Gore appeared before the United States Senate Committee on Foreign Relations to
support Obama’s economic recovery plan. Then the government had passed the Recovery and
Reinvestment Act, which included an $80 billion stimulus package to promote green energy
initiatives. Newspapers called the bill the “biggest energy bill in history”.

The person who owns stakes in Tesla and Fisker first knocks out government loans and
then pushes a law according to which manufacturers of electric vehicles should pay fewer
taxes, and buyers of electric vehicles should receive tax deductions. Can you imagine?

Surely, Al Gore was not the only one who acted in this process. In 2006, Nick Pritzker, the
brother of Hyatt founder, invested in Tesla. His niece Penny Pritzker became the 38th US
Secretary of Commerce in Barack Obama’s cabinet, and his nephew was the Governor of
Illinois. In general, Pritzker is one of the richest families in the US.

Among of early investors in Tesla there is Steve Westley, a politician and businessman. He has
already joined the company’s board of directors in 2007. More than that, during the 2008
presidential election, Westley acted as a co-chairman of California’s Obama for America
campaign. Currently, he is a member of the US Department of Energy advisory board.

Al Gore, John Doerr, Nick Pritzker, Steve Westley, Elon Musk, Sergey Brin, Larry Page — all of
them were so-called donors and beneficiaries to the Obama campaign. I mentioned only the
names from the public access. Let me remind that these people are only mentioned in the
context of the Tesla story while the whole green initiative and the Recovery and Reinvestment
Act affects a much larger number of companies and investors.

The rapid development of electric vehicle companies is taking place in a distorted market
environment. Their commercial success is mainly driven by government incentives unavailable
for ICV cars manufacturers.

The US government is literally restructuring the auto market by hand in order to make one
guy: Elon Musk, massively rich.. In that case the active discussions about climate change and
greenhouse gas emissions could probably be nothing more than a part of a program to
reallocate money in the US establishment since Nancy Pelosi, George Soros and The Feinstein
family are the true owners of the stock profits from Elon Musk.

However, the question remains whether this is really a good thing, because there is no full
consensus in the scientific community regarding the general belief in the environmental

https://www.crunchbase.com/person/al-gore
https://philanthropynewsdigest.org/news/alliance-for-climate-protection-launches-300-million-campaign-to-solve-climate-crisis
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/GlobalWarming/story?id=6748718&page=1
https://www.nytimes.com/2009/02/18/opinion/18wed1.html
https://www.crunchbase.com/person/nick-pritzker
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steve_Westly
https://publicintegrity.org/politics/energys-risky-1-billion-bet-on-two-politically-connected-electric-car-builders/


friendliness of electric vehicles and the beneficiaries are always the same 50 people associated
with Nancy Pelosi.
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